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**LOEW MARUM ZAHL**
wool + cloth merchant in Schopfloch
born 8 Mar 1783 Schopfloch, died 21 Nov 1859 Schopfloch
parents = Marum Joseph + wife NN (A)
made ca 1811

**ROESLA**
born 27 Oct 1783 (where ?), died 12 Feb 1833 Schopfloch

CHILDREN (all born in Schopfloch):

(01) **VEIELE**
25 May 1813 - ? (married in Niederstetten)

(02) **MARUM**
14 Sep 1815 - ? (emigrated to North America ?)

(03) **KLARA**
08 Mar 1817 - 24 Feb 1890 (died in Schopfloch)
married 8 Jun 1842
Moses Neu from Schopfloch
stocking weaver in Schopfloch
19 Dec 1818 - 22 Dec 1884 (died in Schopfloch)
parents = Loew Neu + wife Kroenle nee Block
(for details see Neu family chart)

(04) **MARIAM**
18 Oct 1819 - ?

(05) **AMSON**
26 Apr 1822 - ?

(A) Marum Joseph was a clerk for Meyer Wolff's shop in Gunzenhausen and came to Schopfloch in 1778 when he married Mayer Joseph's daughter from Schopfloch. Mayer Joseph was born in 1708 in Schopfloch as sole son of Joseph Isaac, got married around 1743 and died before 1780. His widow died in 1787.